Motivation
Water storage in California is usually managed to serve the particular needs of limited user groups. Some reservoirs serve downstream water users; some reservoirs serve the electricity grid; most aquifers serve only overlying water users. Very few reservoirs or aquifers are managed to serve all electricity and water user groups.

Technological Challenges
Although coordinated management of water storage could benefit all users, the principles for doing are not very well worked out either in theory or in practice. In this set of studies we explore use of simple models to identify principles of conjunctive storage and complex models to evaluate the potential gains from conjunctive use and the impact of climate change on these gains.

Research
The simple model used to capture the main features of surface and groundwater storage in California includes a surface reservoir generating electricity while supplying water and an aquifer using electricity supplying agricultural water (Figure 1).

The simple model, holding the in period value of electricity and and water fixed, identifies some storage practices needed to equate the marginal value of reservoir releases with the marginal value of aquifer withdrawals (Dracup and others, 2007).

A more realistic model includes a comprehensive set of groundwater head-groundwater stress relationships (pumping, applied water at farm (Dracup and others, 2007). The model is used to simulate changes in groundwater head associated with historic stress in the Merced Groundwater Aquifer and evaluate gains from coordinated reservoir and groundwater management (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Divergence between uncoordinated and coordinated aquifer reservoir management in Merced

These results indicate that historical reservoir operations diverge somewhat from the social optimal (Figure 2). Clearly, coordination of reservoir and aquifer operations would confers some financial benefit.

Related studies apply water energy models to evaluate the impact of climate change on reservoir operations, energy generation, agricultural water use and municipal water use (Dale and others, 2015; Dale and others 2013); Vicuna and others 2011).
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